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l e t t e r  f r o m  
t h e  p r e s i d e n t
The “19” in “COVID-19” refers, of course, to the year it first emerged, 2019. And yet, 
as this was happening, few of us were aware that a microscopic presence all the 
way around the world would upend all of our lives. And yet, here we are, in a 2020 
we could hardly have imagined had it been explained to us on New Year’s Eve.

Last year, the ERLC was on the verge of hosting our largest-ever national 
event, our national conference on sexual abuse. We were building on our 
sanctity of human life initiative—which placed ultrasound machines in preg-
nancy resource centers for women in crisis across the country—to bring 
it to the international stage with a major Stand for Life event in Belfast, 
Northern Ireland
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And then March happened.
Thousands have died every week, and thousands more have lost their 

jobs, their homes, their sense of security and safety. Social distancing—a 
necessary response to this plague—brought with it the sadness of discon-
nection—from friends, family, recreation, and even weddings and funerals. 
And, of course, for those of us who follow Jesus, one of the heart-rending 
aspects of this pandemic has been the disruption by this disease of our 
ability to regularly worship together, to have Vacation Bible Schools or 
Centrifuge youth camps.

Still, even in this, I cannot help but see what was said by the dying clergyman in 
Georges Bernanos’ novel, The Diary of a Country Priest: “Grace is everywhere.”

Everywhere in this horror we have seen hints and flashes of God’s grace, as 
churches and Christians have found creative and innovative ways to worship 
and to serve. It’s not been easy, of course. Youth Bible studies by Zoom and 
prayer chains by text messaging are not the same as what we have always 
known. Some churches that had never even had a website before had to learn, 
in real time, how to enable live streaming and online giving. Some churches 
had to find a way to vote on calling a new pastor with online voting or drive-
through affirmations. 

And, through all this, churches have led the way in serving—providing food 
and shelter and childcare for those sick and unemployed. Churches have 
worked to help with childcare and relief for essential workers—even using 
3-D printing technology to create Personal Protective Equipment in such 
short supply at hospitals and testing centers. In all of this, Christians have 
represented the Father who, as Jesus said, “makes his sun rise on the evil 
and on the good, and sends rain on the just and on the unjust” (Matt. 5:45).

The pandemic meant that the ERLC needed creativity and flexibility, as well. 
Our Washington and Nashville offices are, by temporary providence, relocated 
to separate homes all over the country, as our team worked through technol-
ogy, precisely because our work took on a new urgency.

Throughout the spring and summer, our staff has worked tirelessly on 
behalf of our churches to protect and secure their vital ministries. To ensure 
the economic survival of churches and faith-based nonprofits, we’ve worked 
to protect their eligibility for the SBA-backed loans available through the 
CARES Act by actively engaging with those coordinating the federal gov-
ernment’s response to the pandemic. Our Washington team led a coalition 
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of organizations to ensure that faith-based organizations could access the 
SBA Paycheck Protection Program without risking infringement of their reli-
gious freedom.

Beyond the nation’s capital, we have, every single week, formed new coa-
litions and worked to resolve problems for churches and communities, by 
working with governors, mayors, public health officials, and other civic lead-
ers. The real story of this time, a story that will never be told, is how many 
potential catastrophes have been avoided, behind closed doors, by careful 
advocacy and communication.

Our leadership continues on other fronts during this pandemic, as well. We 
have pressed forward in the legal realm to passionately defend the causes 

of life, dignity, and religious freedom. 
Through multiple amicus briefs, we’ve sup-
ported those states that rightly noted that 
abortions are not “essential health care.” 
And, of course, we continued our work 
on the ongoing issues before us, many of 
which predated the pandemic. Our ERLC 
brief was cited in the majority opinion by 
the Supreme Court of the United States, 
ruling in favor of the right of churches and 
religious organizations to hire staff consis-
tent with their convictions.

With global events portending an omi-
nous future for human dignity, we have 
redoubled our advocacy efforts on the 
international stage. By appealing to fed-
eral officials in America and engaging 
with leaders at the United Nations, we are 

countering these troubling instances with the truth that every human being 
made in the image of God has inherent worth that must be respected. This 
has included an organizational focus on China’s rising threat to human rights 
as well as highlighting alarming trends around the world of the persecution of 
religious minorities by authoritarian and totalitarian regimes.

I could easily go on at multivolume book length about all this team has 
done—even while caring for children and sick parents or others—over this 
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past year. As I look at all of that—and on the plans for 2021—I am filled with 
gratitude to God for his blessing and for the opportunity to work together 
with this team on matters of such importance.

If 2020 has taught us anything, perhaps it has reminded us of what we learned 
from our Lord’s brother James: “Come now, you who say, ‘Today or tomorrow 
will go into such and such a town and spend a year there and trade and make 
a profit—yet you do not know what tomorrow will bring. What is your life? 
For you are a mist that appears for a little time and then vanishes. Instead you 
ought to say, ‘If the Lord will, we will live and do this or that’” (Jas. 4:13-15).

After 2020, we know better in our hearts what we knew in our minds: that 
this earthly life is short and fragile—and that God is gracious and merciful 
and loving and good. Even in a shaken time, we marvel as we work that God 
is holding everything together not by impersonal forces but by “the word 
of his power” (Heb. 1:3), by the One who is in everything preeminent (Col. 
1:17-18). We look forward to living out our callings in 2021 and beyond—if the 
Lord wills—as those who were changed—for the better—by 2020, as those 
who know a bit better what it means to pray “deliver us from evil,” to pray, 
“give us this day our daily bread,” to pray “your kingdom come, your will be 
done, on earth as it is in heaven,” and to pray—perhaps most importantly of 
all—“Our Father.”
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i n t r o d u c t i o n
The world has fundamentally changed in many ways since 2019. We have 
witnessed this with the mass movement to online services by churches in 
response to the coronavirus pandemic, to a global economic slowdown that 
has increased anxiety for countless families and individuals, to the deepening 
social strife in America that has found more and more citizens questioning 
a justice system that appears to target minorities. And all of this has only 
furthered the mistrust many have of institutions in our culture such as aca-
demia, government, law enforcement, and, even, the church.

Yet, even in this time of immense challenge, the mission of the ERLC has not 
changed. Promoting religious liberty remains a paramount objective for us. 
Furthermore, both prior to COVID-19’s spread across the world and during it, 
the ERLC has continued to “assist Southern Baptist churches by helping them 
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understand the moral demands of the gospel” and at the same time applying 
“Christian principles to moral and social problems” of the age. If anything, this 
moment has confirmed the essential role of the ERLC as the missions agency 
of Southern Baptists in the public square.

Like our churches, we have had to adjust our plans and expectations for 
fulfilling our ministry assignment in this moment. Still, we remain committed 
to expanding our witness, engaging our culture, and equipping our churches. 
In the following pages, you will read how that mission has been carried out in 
a moment of plague, protest, and paranoia.
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e n g a g i n g  o u r  c u lt u r e
P u b l i c  P o l i c y

Key Victories
A comprehensive summary of the ERLC’s public policy activities are included 

in the following sections, but the ERLC’s policy team secured a number of key 
victories, which are highlighted here:

•  Hyde Amendment Protection: Since 2016, pro-life advocates have 
been on notice that the abortion lobby would try to eliminate the Hyde 
Amendment and secure more federal funding for abortions. The ERLC 
has been working with House and Senate leadership as well as the cur-
rent administration to ensure that the Hyde Amendment remains in all 
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final spending bills passed each year. The ERLC has also made an effort 
to highlight the extremism of the positions taken by the abotion lobby, 
most recently in our coverage of the Supreme Court case June Medical 
Services v. Russo, in order to maintain and build support for the Hyde 
Amendment moving forward.

•  Defend Religious Freedom During the COVID-19 Pandemic: The COVID-
19 pandemic has raised a number of religious freedom issues, as our 
country closed in March 2020 and is now in various stages of reopening. 
These public health orders have created thousands of potential areas of 
conflict, as community officials individually respond to local conditions. 
The ERLC has consistently and repeatedly advocated that the state 
treat churches the same as similar activities, businesses, and spaces, 
while recognizing that God has given the state the authority to manage 
activities, businesses, and spaces during a national health crisis. The 
ERLC has produced a number of resources to equip churches as they 
work to understand the public health orders issued in their community 
and as they engage with local officials to advocate for their religious 
liberty rights.

•  Support HHS Faith-Based Adoption Regulations: Before leaving office 
in January 2017, President Obama implemented a policy prohibiting dis-
crimination on the basis of sexual orientation among federal grantees. 
As a result of the rule, religious-based child welfare providers, such as 
adoption agencies, were required to abandon their deeply held religious 
beliefs in order to continue receiving federal funding for their services.  
A collective effort from public servants, law firms, and advocacy groups—
including the ERLC—advocated for the need to bring these regulations 
back in line with all other federal nondiscrimination law. This rule has not 
yet been finalized, and the ERLC continues to advocate that the rule 
be finalized by this administration.

•  Sanctions Against Chinese Leaders for Human Rights Abuses: The 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has taken an increasingly aggres-
sive stance against religious minorities. The ERLC has urged both the 
administration and Congress to hold China accountable for these grave 
violations of religious liberty and human rights. In July, the Department of 
State and the Department of the Treasury announced the United States 
government would apply Global Magnitsky Sanctions to top-ranking 
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Chinese officials and a Chi-
nese government entity for 
the human rights abuses 
and religious freedom vio-
lations committed by the 
CCP against the Uyghur 
Muslim people in the Xinji-
ang province of China. The 
ERLC has been advocating 
for these sanctions for the 
last 18 months, including 
spearheading a high-level 
meeting with Vice President 
Pence and Chinese activists 
at the White House.

•  Led Repeal of Tax on 
Nonprofit Parking and 
Transportation Benefits:  

A repeal of a little-noticed provision, Section 512(a)(7), of the Tax Cuts 
and Jobs Act of 2017 that required houses of worship and nonprofit 
organizations to pay taxes on the cost of their parking lots and transit 
benefits provided to employees was included in the Senate appropri-
ations bill that was passed in December 2019. Since 2018, the ERLC 
helped lead a coalition that advocated for the removal of this harm-
ful provision. This effort to repeal the provision was a top priority of 
the ERLC policy team, and its success was the result of the collective 
advocacy of hundreds of groups representing an array of diverse faith 
communities and nonprofit organizations.

•  ERLC’s Brief Cited in the Supreme Court’s Guadalupe Ruling: When the 
Supreme Court decided Our Lady Guadalupe School v. Morrissey-Berru, 
they did so by citing the ERLC’s amicus curiae brief in the majority opin-
ion. This 7-2 ruling protects the right of religious organizations to hire 
individuals who share their religious beliefs by expanding the scope of 
the Hosanna-Tabor secured ministerial exception to religious schools. 
The ERLC’s friend-of-the-court brief, jointly filed with other religious 
organizations, argued that the ministerial exception is vital to ensure 
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religious organizations are properly shielded from unconstitutional gov-
ernment interference and that the religious duties performed by school 
teachers were sufficient to be included in the exception. Justice Alito’s 
citation of our brief was made to show why courts must respect that 
religious groups define a “minister” in a wide range of ways. Here is 
the quote, “religious traditions may differ in the degree of formal reli-
gious training thought to be needed in order to teach. See, e.g., Brief 
for Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the Southern Baptist 
Convention et al. as Amici Curiae 12 (‘many Protestant groups have his-
torically rejected any requirement of formal theological training’).”

Policy Priorities

Human Dignity
From the very inception of humanity, God declared humankind was made 

in His image (Genesis 1:26). The doctrine of the Imago Dei begins at con-
ception (Jer. 1:5; Ps. 139:13) and spans throughout a person’s entire life. 
While continuing to fight on behalf of the vulnerable around us, the ERLC 
has maintained some of our initiatives of previous years while adding a few 
areas of focus to continue a thorough whole-life ethic throughout the legis-
lative agenda. 

Continued Advocacy for the Hyde Amendment
In 1976, the Hyde Amendment went into effect to withhold Medicaid from  
covering the expenses of abortion. In 1976, the Illinois Congressman Henry 
Hyde proposed an amendment to the Departments of Labor and Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, Appropriation Act that prohibited the use of federal funds 
for abortion. For over 40 years, the Hyde Amendment has been passed each 
Congress. Since Medicaid is funded both by federal and state dollars, states can 
decide to use their own resources to cover abortions. Currently, 17 states have 
decided to use state funding to provide abortions for Medicaid recipients.

The Hyde Amendment has protected the American conscience for 45 years. 
However, as observed several times throughout Democratic presidential prima-
ries in early 2020, the Hyde Amendment is under attack and at risk of being 
repealed. The ERLC is working with the Senate Appropriations Committee and 
the White House to protect the Hyde Amendment.
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 Article: How Abortions Restrictions Protect Human Dignity
Article: Five Facts about the Hyde Amendment
Article: ERLC Supports Hyde Amendment Protection

Pain Capable Unborn Child Protection Act
Currently, the U.S. is one of only seven nations in the world that allows elective 
abortions after 20 weeks post-fertilization. The Pain Capable Unborn Child 
Protection Act would prohibit the performing (or attempted performance) of 
abortions on babies at 20 weeks or greater gestation, except in cases of rape, 
incest, or to save the life of the mother. In the 116 Congress, the bill failed to 
meet the cloture vote of 60 votes in the Senate. The ERLC will continue to 
advocate for this commonsense, just, and bipartisan legislation.
 
Explainer: What you should know about the Pain-Capable Child Unborn Pro-
tection Act
Article: Study shows preborn babies feel pain as early as 12 weeks’ gestation
Policy Brief: ERLC Supports the Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act
Podcast: Solutions for Dreamers and the Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protec-
tion Act
Podcast: Senate prepares to vote on two pro-life bills

Support for the Born-alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act
In 2002, President Bush signed into law the Born-Alive Infants Protection Act  
of 2002, which codified an infant born alive as a person like any other living 
human being. While this bill did not include any criminal consequences for a 
doctor failing to act, the Born-alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act sought 
to criminalize a doctor’s failure to care for a human being born, despite a 
failed abortion. While Roe v. Wade divorced a fetus from personhood, the 
majority opinion still affirmed a person is entitled to full protection under 
the law. The Born-alive Survivors Protection Act seeks to continue the High 
Court’s logic by mandating a healthcare practitioner exercise the same degree 
of care as reasonably provided to any other child born alive at the same ges-
tational age, and ensure the child is immediately admitted to a hospital. This 
bill passed the House of Representatives in 2018 but failed to receive enough 
votes in the Senate. However, Senator Ben Sasse reintroduced the bill in the 
Senate in February of 2020. Despite bipartisan support, the bill did not receive 
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the 60-vote necessary threshold to be debated, thus being stalled on the floor. 
The ERLC will continue to fight for the lives of children, born and unborn, to 
be viewed as equal under the eyes of the law.
 
Article: What’s Happening with the Debate on Infanticide in Congress?
Article: Why we must oppose Virginia’s effort to liberalize abortion laws
Press Release: Russell Moore Urges U.S. Senate to Support Born-Alive Abor-
tion Survivors Protection Act
Policy Brief: ERLC Supports Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act
Podcast: Melissa Ohden on Surviving Abortion
Podcast: What’s happening with the debate on late-term abortion and 
infanticide?

No Taxpayer Funding for Abortion Act
Three years after Roe v. Wade, Congressman Henry Hyde introduced the 
Hyde Amendment to prevent federal funds from being allocated to fund-
ing abortive procedures. The Hyde Amendment is a temporary rider that 
must be passed each year by Congress. As previously mentioned, the Hyde 
Amendment is under threat of not being passed in the future. The No Tax-
payer Funding for Abortion Act would codify Hyde Amendment into law and 
ensure that its no longer at-risk for yearly repeal.
 
Article: How the ERLC is working to oppose abortion
Article: U.S. expands on foreign aid to overseas abortion providers
Article: Explainer: Planned Parenthood to lose tens of millions in taxpayer funding
Article: ERLC supports Aderholt Detainee Abortion Funding Ban Amendment
Podcast: What’s happening with the abortion debates in America? Part 1
Podcast: What’s happening with the abortion debates in America? Part 2
Podcast: What’s happening with the abortion debates in America? Part 3
Press Release: ERLC’s Russell Moore Comments on Proposed Rule to Restrict 
Federal Funding of Abortion
Podcast: On Human Dignity: Jeanne Mancini and the March for Life

Defunding Planned Parenthood
Planned Parenthood, the nations’s largest abortion provider, performed 
345,672 abortions in fiscal year 2019. This is a single year record for the 
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organization. However, in the Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) finalized a rule pertaining to Title X funding, that “prohibits the use of 
TiItle X funds to perform, promote, refer for, or support abortion as a method 
of family planning.” This rule cost Planned Parenthood at least 50 million a 
year. While this is a positive step forward, the ERLC will continue to work 
tirelessly to defund Planned Parenthood. We will do this to protect American 
taxpayer dollars from the largest abortion provider in the country. As Chris-
tians know, the Imago Dei is not solely confined to abortion-related issues. 
Being made in the image of God has implications from the smallest of cells 
to the biggest of human beings. The ERLC has fought previously and contin-
ues to fight for both of those and everything in between.
 
Article: Defund Planned Parenthood
Article: What the Planned Parenthood wrongful termination lawsuit reveals
Press Release: ERLC’s Russell Moore Comments on Proposed Rule to Restrict 
Federal Funding of Abortion
Explainer: Ninth Circuit allows HHS rule barring abortion funding to continue 
Podcast: Updates on Planned Parenthood Defund; Religious Persecution; 
Populist Trends
Podcast: Will Roe go: Abortion and the future of pro-life policy
 
Continued Opposition of Fetal Tissue Research
Fetal tissue research is the study of cells which have been provided through 
the death of a preborn child, or fetus. The fetus has died from either an 
elective procedure or natural morbidities. In early 2020, the Department of 
Health and Human Services (HHS) offered new regulatory statutes for fetal 
tissue research. This new regulation prohibited the use of fetal tissue research 
acquired from elective abortions, thus prohibiting the exploitation of human 
life for scientific benefit. In addition to prohibition of aborted fetal tissue, HHS 
instituted a new ethics committee to further review NIH grant proposals for 
research. This is a significant advancement towards the reinstitution of ethics 
into scientific research. The ERLC advocated for Southern Baptist ethicist 
Dr. C. Ben Mitchell to be a member of the HHS Human Fetal Tissue Ethics 
Advisory Board, and Dr. Mitchell was invited to join the board this year. The 
ERLC continues to advocate for ethical regulations of scientific research for the 
protection of human life.
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Article: ERLC Commends HHS Announcement Discontinuing Research Using 
Fetal Tissue From Elective Abortions
Explainer: Federal government creates ethics advisory board for human fetal 
tissue research
Podcast: Planned Parenthood exposed: Fetal tissue, bioethics, and the future 
of abortion in America
Explainer: What you should know about fetal tissue donation
 
Support for Kentucky’s Ultrasound Law
The ERLC supported the enactment of an ultrasound law in Kentucky which 
requires doctors to share images and audio of an ultrasound to the mother 
before performing an abortion. The abortion lobby attacked this by claiming 
that it constitutes a type of forced speech on the part of the doctors, but the 
Supreme Court refused to hear the appeal. The ERLC advocates for this law 
and others that provide more information to parents as another step towards 
saving the unborn.

Article: Supreme Court allows Kentucky’s ultrasound law to take effect 

Opposition to Physician-assisted Suicide
Physician-assisted suicide is currently legal in eight states, the District of 
Columbia, and Montana by court decision. While public opinion is growing in 
favor of physician-assisted suicide, this practice is clearly antithetical "to the 
Hippocratic tradition as well as a biblical worldview. Physician-assisted suicide 
is not healing, and it simply is not healthcare. Pain (physical, medical) and 
suffering (emotional, psychological, spiritual) are each treatable given proper 
diagnosis and care (Matt. 25:35; Luke 4:18-21; James 1:27; 2:8). Both pain and 
suffering ought not be cause for death. Hospice and palliative care options 
provide compassionate and ethical treatment that recognize human dignity as 
they care for the entire body with comfort in mind. The effort now on Capitol 
Hill for the ERLC is largely one of education of the reality of physician-assisted 
suicide, even among members and staff who we otherwise would expect to 
already share our convictions about assisted suicide.
 
Article: How would you counsel someone contemplating assisted suicide?
Article: Is physician-assisted suicide ethical?
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Article: Why the death with dignity movement is troubling
Podcast: Kimberly Kuo on cherishing life when given six months to live

Religious Freedom
Southern Baptists have long advocated for a free church in a free state and 

are steadfastly committed to religious freedom for all. The ERLC continues 
this proud tradition, working to strengthen and defend our first freedom in the 
public square. 

I N  F O C U S :  D E F E N D I N G  R E L I G I O U S 
L I B E R T Y  A N D  E N G A G I N G  

C I V I C  L E A D E R S  D U R I N G  T H E  
C O V I D - 1 9  P A N D E M I C

The COVID-19 pandemic has raised a number of religious freedom 
issues, as our country closed in March 2020 and is now in vari-
ous stages of reopening. These public health orders have created 
thousands of potential areas of conflict, as community officials indi-
vidually respond to local conditions. he ERLC has consistently and 
repeatedly advocated that the state treat churches the same as sim-
ilar activities, businesses, and spaces, while recognizing that First 
Amendment protections remain in place even during a pandemic. 
The ERLC has produced a number of resources to equip churches  
as they work to understand the public health orders issued in  
their community. 

Another priority in this moment has been the engagement with local 
officials to advocate for the religious liberty rights of people of faith, 
especially Christians. The ERLC’s advocacy in this space has repeatedly 
stressed the need for partnership between church and state leaders in 
an effort to combat the spread of COVID-19 and protect the communi-
ties they serve. These diplomatic efforts have been led by the ERLC’s 
Chief of Staff, Brent Leatherwood, and Vice President of Public Policy, 
Travis Wussow. The duo has made consistent contact with all 50 gov-
ernor’s offices during the pandemic in an effort to rekindle or open 
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lines of communication between civic and church leaders and to serve 
as a conduit of information between the two spheres. In all, nearly 300 
messages and numerous phone calls were exchanged between senior 
government officials and ERLC representatives representing countless 
hours devoted to this initiative.

At various points, contact was also made with municipal and county 
authorities when conflicts could threaten the religious freedom of 
churches in local contexts. These conversations included efforts to 
identify church partners to serve vulnerable populations in need of 
housing in Tennessee; ensuring pastors and their audio/visual staff 
were listed as essential in order to record worship services in Geor-
gia; providing guidance for First Amendment protections with contact 
tracing in Arkansas; discussions to de-escalate law enforcement mea-
sures in California.

Article: Does it violate religious liberty to close churches over 
coronavirus?
Article: How do you know if your religious liberty is violated?
Article: 6 legal issues to consider when reopening your church
Article: Church, state, and social distancing
Article: Churches and governments are cooperating. Let’s keep it that way.
Press release: ERLC’s Russell Moore calls new CDC guidelines “reasonable 
and helpful” to churches

Defend Religious Freedom in COVID-19 Response
As a response to the pandemic, the federal government created 

a number of new programs, some of which were made available to 
churches and faith-based organizations. However, the way these pro-
grams were initially created raised a number of religious freedom 
concerns, particularly with respect to the applicability of problematic 
nondiscrimination statutes. The ERLC led a coalition of organizations 
to ensure that faith-based organizations could access the SBA Pay-
check Protection Program and other programs created by the CARES 
Act without risking infringement of their religious freedom.
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In addition to CARES Act funding, the ERLC continues to advocate 
for a universal charitable deduction to propel giving to churches and 
faith-based organizations. Although this policy provision was not 
ultimately included in the CARES Act, this remains a top priority for 
the ERLC.

Article: Religious freedom and the SBA Paycheck Protection Program
Podcast episode: Senator James Lankford on the coronavirus, the gov-
ernment’s response, and how Christians can confront this pandemic
Baptist Press Article: Religious liberty concerns resolved for churches to 
receive CARES Act stimulus funds
Explainer: How your church can receive a forgivable COVID-19 loan
Issue Brief: ERLC Supports the Universal Giving Pandemic Response Act
Policy brief: ERLC Working to Encourage Charitable Giving to Churches, 
Non-Profits during the Coronavirus Crisis

Support HHS Conscience Protection Rules & Conscience and Religious  
Freedom Division

The ERLC has supported new rules from HHS aimed at protecting life 
and conscience rights, titled, “Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in 
Health Care.” These proposed rules, in addition to the founding of a new 
HHS Conscience and Religious Freedom Division, are important to provide 
the HHS Office of Civil Rights with tools to enforce long-standing statu-
tory conscience riders. These administrative actions are needed because 
it is unconscionable when pro-life healthcare workers are forced to partic-
ipate in abortions and other medical procedures which conflict with their 
religiously informed conscience. While we work to end the practice of 
abortion-on-demand, we will make sure our current conscience rights  
are properly enforced. These rules have been enjoined in the courts, and 
the ERLC will continue to advocate that they be upheld by the courts  
and finalized.

Article: What happened with the HHS rule and conscience provisions in New 
York? 
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Support HHS Faith-Based Adoption Regulations
Before leaving office in January 2017, President Obama implemented  

a policy prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation among 
federal grantees. As a result of the rule, religious-based child welfare provid-
ers, such as adoption agencies, were required to abandon their deeply held 
religious beliefs in order to continue receiving federal funding for their ser-
vices. In response, a collection of public servants, law firms, and advocacy 
groups—including the ERLC—dedicated to religious liberty advocated for the 
need to bring these regulations back in line with all other federal nondiscrim-
ination law. This rule has not yet been finalized, and the ERLC continues to 
advocate that the rule be fully implemented by this administration.

Op-Ed: Trump Reverses Obama’s Anti-Religious Decree
Explainer: Explainer: New Federal Regulation Would Protect Faith-Based 
Adoption and Foster-Care
Issue Brief: ERLC Supports the HHS Child Welfare Regulations
Press Release: ERLC’s Russell Moore Commends New Adoption and Fos-
ter-Care Rule Preserving Access for Faith-Based Groups
Press Release: HHS Grants Religious Liberty Waiver to South Carolina to Con-
tinue Licensing Faith-Based Foster Care and Adoption Providers

Support Tennessee Faith-Based Adoption Protections
The Tennessee legislature passed a new law that protects the religious 

freedom of private, faith-based adoption agencies’ right to refer children to 
families best suitable for rearing children. The legislation guarantees the right 
of faith-based adoption agencies to operate consistent with their religious and 
moral beliefs about marriage and sexuality. Ten other states have implemented 
this type of law, and Russell Moore stated, “It is simply untrue that this law 
will promote discrimination. The law doesn’t exclude any otherwise qualified 
organization from serving our state’s children on the basis of their religious 
convictions or lack thereof.” Such laws are becoming more and more neces-
sary because faith-based providers are in many jurisdictions forced to either 
violate their beliefs or close down operations. 

Explainer: Tennessee legislature passes law protecting religious freedom of 
faith-based adoption agencies
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Opposition to the Equality Act and Fairness for All Act
The ERLC opposes the Equality Act, along with a compromise bill called the 

Fairness For All Act. Both bills would add sexual orientation and gender iden-
tity to all titles of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, with dramatic implications for 
churches, faith-based organizations, businesses owned by Christians, parents, 
and all Americans. The Equality Act fails to uphold human dignity in its attempt 
to codify the demands of the Sexual Revolution. While the proposed intention 
of the Equality Act is to protect individuals who identify as LGBT, the bill would 
instead steamroll the consciences of millions of people. As Dr. Moore often 
notes, “A government that can pave over the consciences of some can steamroll 
over dissent everywhere.” The Equality Act undermines foundational constitu-
tional freedoms in its pursuit of what may be momentary cultural affirmations.

Issue Brief: ERLC Opposes the Equality Act
Issue Brief: ERLC Opposes Fairness for All Act of 2019

Support HHS Religious and Moral Exemptions to Contraceptive Mandate
When the Affordable Care Act (ACA) was enacted in 2010, there was much 

discussion about what this new law would mean in regards to the health care 
coverage requirements. Beginning in 2011, the Departments of Health and 
Human Services (HHS), Treasury, and Labor established mandated coverage 
of contraceptives, including those with abortifacient properties, in health care 
plans. The contraceptive mandate was challenged by a number of faith-based 
organizations, and in two blockbuster Supreme Court decisions, Burwell v. 
Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. and Zubik v. Burwell, the Court held that HHS must 
provide religious exemptions to the contraceptive mandate under the Reli-
gious Freedom Restoration Act. In a follow up to both the Supreme Court’s 
opinion and the moral concerns raised thereafter, the Trump administration 
proposed two interim rules providing such exemptions. The first would pro-
vide an exemption on the basis of sincerely held religious beliefs, and the 
second on the basis of nonreligious moral convictions.

This year, these rules were the subject of a third blockbuster Supreme Court 
decision, Little Sisters of the Poor v. Pennsylvania. In this case, the Court 
upheld the religious and moral exemptions, which will pave the way for them 
to go into full effect. The ERLC will continue to defend these exemptions as 
long as is necessary.
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Explainer: Explainer: HHS final rules ensure exemptions to the contracep-
tive mandate

Repeal of Tax on Nonprofit Parking and Transportation Benefits
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 included a little-noticed provision, Section 

512(a)(7), that required houses of worship and nonprofit organizations to pay 
taxes on the cost of their parking lots and transit benefits provided to employ-
ees. This provision effectively created an income tax on churches for the first 
time in U.S. history. For good reasons grounded in the First Amendment, 
houses of worship are not required to file tax returns each year. This policy 
allows houses of worship to operate independently from the government and 
shields houses of worship from government interference and intrusive public 
inspection into their internal, constitutionally protected operations, as non-
profit tax returns are available to the public. The Joint Committee on Taxation 
determined that new tax on churches and nonprofits would have extracted 
$1.7 billion from the charitable sector over 10 years. This effort to repeal the 
provision, which occurred in December 2019, was the culmination of hours of 
advocacy on the Hill and with the administration to ensure that churches and 
nonprofits were not subject to unconstitutional scrutiny by the government.

Explainer: Federal government expected to repeal tax that affected churches
Podcast: A coalition roundtable on repealing the strange new tax on 
nonprofits
Press Release: ERLC President Russell Moore Comments on Final Repeal of 
Nonprofit Parking Tax
Coalition Letter: ERLC Delivers Coalition Letter to Congress Calling for Repeal 
of Parking & Transportation Tax on Houses of Worship and Non-Profits

Support Student Group Campus Access Regulations
The ERLC has worked for the last two years to ensure that faith-based student 

groups, such as Baptist Student Ministries, have the same access as secular stu-
dent groups at public universities. We have been successful in advocating for 
the Department of Education to issue proposed regulations, and we are now 
working to advocate the government to finalize these regulations.

Explainer: Five new religious freedom protections on Religious Freedom Day
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Protect Religious Freedom for Military Chaplains and Medical Professionals
As the country continues to grapple with the changing ideologies of our 

time, conflicts develop for those who hold to God’s design for human sexual-
ity. The ERLC will continue to advocate for the religious freedom of chaplains 
and medical professionals to carry out their work consistent with their reli-
gious beliefs.

Press Interview: Russell Moore on the importance of treating chaplains as 
essential workers 

The ERLC will continue to advocate for religious freedom for all people of all 
faiths, a conviction which remains distinctive in the Baptist tradition.

Family and Marriage
The Bible is clear about marriage and God’s design for marriage and human 

sexuality. While many in the culture, and unfortunately some in the church, 
would like to ignore aspects of a biblical sexual ethic, those who claim alle-
giance to Christ joyfully follow after his teachings and commands. The ERLC 
continues to defend God’s design for marriage amidst related policy items 
and continues to contend for issues in the public square that will help fami-
lies flourish.

Adoptee Citizenship Act
In a world full of children in need, inter-country adoption is an essential 

measure of the Christian faith. When an adoption is finalized, the adoptee 
is treated by the law as if he or she had been born to the adoptive parents, 
and the adoptee should receive the same rights and privileges as natural 
born children. The administrative steps required of families adopting inter-
nationally were unnecessarily burdensome, and the Child Citizenship Act of 
2000 granted automatic citizenship to all foreign-born children brought to 
the United States, who had at least one parent who was a U.S. Citizen. Unfor-
tunately, that Act only applied to adoptees under the age of 18 when the bill 
was enacted, leaving an entire population of adopted children without full U.S. 
citizenship. The Adoptee Citizenship Act closes the loophole to provide imme-
diate citizenship to these individuals already adopted by U.S. citizens, yet left 
out of the previous bill.
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The ERLC has been leading a coalition of other like minded partners in an 
effort to ensure this bill passes Congress. In April, the ERLC led a coalition 
letter to Congressional leadership, urging them to swiftly pass this import-
ant, bipartisan bill. This letter received 28 signatures and continues to be a 
useful advocacy tool in efforts for this legislation to be passed. 

Article: What is the church’s role in family restoration?
Article: How is COVID 19 affecting adoptions?
Article: Why international adoption is still a viable instrument in child welfare
One-pager: ERLC Supports the Adoptee Citizenship Act

Immigration Crisis at the Southern Border 
All people are made in the image of God and endowed with immeasurable 

dignity and worthy of respect and love. More still, Southern Baptists have made 
it clear multiple times in the last decade in resolution form their convictions on 
the need to love their immigrant neighbors and to seek ways to alleviate unjust 
suffering for migrants wherever we can. Not only that, but Southern Baptists 
are on the frontlines serving immigrants through the Baptist Convention of 
New Mexico and the Southern Baptists of Texas Convention as just two of many 
examples. The ERLC is committed to continue working with Congress and the 
administration to address the ever-evolving humanitarian situation at the border 
in a way that upholds the value of human dignity for all people.

Explainer: What’s Happening with 
Children at the Southern Border?
Podcast: Caring for the stranger: 
Immigrants, refugees, and the 
response of the church
Article: A Biblical View of Immigrants
Article: Applying biblical principles 
to immigration reform
Podcast: Immigration news, pro-life 
appropriations, China’s atrocities, 
and the next COVID-19 relief bill
Article: What baptists in New Mexico 
are doing to help immigrants

The ERLC continues to 

defend God’s design for 

marriage amidst related 

policy items and 

continues to contend 

for issues in the public 

square that will help 

families flourish.
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Responding to the Opioid Crisis 
Two-thirds of drug related deaths are due to opioid usage, and the driv-

ers for the epidemic are complex. Last year, the ERLC engaged with House 
leadership and the Department of Health and Human Services on a range 
of responses including poverty and welfare programs, engagement and 
training for the faith community, and drug prescription practices and reg-
ulation. The ERLC also supports initiatives that engage churches and other 
local organizations to call for awareness and advocacy that approached 
with a pro-life ethic.

Podcast: How the collapse of the coal industry and the opioid epidemic pre-
pared a West Virginia church for the coronavirus crisis
Article: One way to fix America’s broken drug laws
Article: ERLC Supports Efforts to Combat the Opioid Crisis

Justice
Christians are called by God to reflect the justice of God in our daily lives 

and to advocate for justice in the public square as we seek to follow Jesus 
Christ. Though perfect justice is beyond our grasp this side of Christ’s return, 
the church is called to demonstrate and initiate justice in its community, 
public life, and to the watching outside world. In our advocacy for fair and 
impartial judgment, and equitable treatment of the unjustly oppressed and 
marginalized, we bear witness to a God who is the just Judge, and a gospel 
that saves indiscriminately and without partiality. The ERLC is committed to 
pursuing justice for the vulnerable and marginalized.

Robust Refugee Resettlement Program
In 2019, the administration lowered the refugee resettlement program 

ceiling from 45,000 to 30,000. Successive and dramatic cuts to refugee 
admissions have had devastating effects for people who have been perse-
cuted globally for their faith, and especially persecuted Christians seeking 
to find a new homeland. Many of the nations that most regularly violate 
religious freedom also produce some of the largest refugee populations. 
Religious persecution causes people to flee their homes, communities, and 
nations. The ERLC is continuing to urge the administration to maintain a 
robust refugee resettlement program and consider increasing the refugee 
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ceiling so America can continue to be a welcoming country for the world’s 
most vulnerable people.

Article: Christians can welcome refugees and support national security
Article: The danger for refugees and the most vulnerable during COVID-19

Permanent Solution for DACA Recipients
The Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program was enacted by 

the Obama administration in 2012 to protect undocumented immigrants who 
entered the U.S. as minors from deportation. In September 2017, the Trump 
administration announced that it would rescind DACA which would leave the 
many recipients—known as Dreamers—vulnerable and without protection. 
Many lawsuits were filed in the days and months following the announcement 
challenging the administration’s effort to terminate the program. On June 18, 
2020, the Supreme Court released their decision for the case Department of 
Homeland Security v. Regents of the University of California regarding the 
status of DACA policy. The Court ruled that the administration’s rescission of 
the policy violated the Administrative Procedures Act. 

In response to the Court’s decision, the administration issued a new  
DACA memorandum that shortened the renewal period from two years 
to one year and indicated that the administration would announce future 
plans for the DACA program at the end of 2020. The ERLC will continue  
to work closely with Congress and the White House to advocate for com-
prehensive immigration reform and to find a permanent legislative solution 
for Dreamers.

Explainer: Supreme Court to decide the fate of DACA
Explainer: What the Supreme Court decision on DACA means for Dreamers
Podcast: Jose Ocampo on Dreamers and the Supreme Court’s decision  
on DACA
Press Release: Russell Moore says Dreamers’ ‘Entire lives are at stake’ and calls 
on Congress to protect Dreamers

Criminal Justice Reform
Following on the heels of the historic First Step Act which was passed at the 

end of 2018, the ERLC has continued to advocate for reforms that focus on 
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transformation and rehabilitation. One such bill is the Recognizing Education, 
Employment, New Skills, and Treatment to Enable Reintegration—RE-EN-
TER—Act. This bill was introduced in November of 2019 with broad bipartisan 
support. The bill allows eligible individuals with federal convictions to apply 
for a certificate of rehabilitation from a district court, attesting to a law-abid-
ing future and a commitment to successful reintegration into society. Several 
states already issue certificates, which have been proven successful in aiding 
recipients with employment and housing—two important factors necessary for 
successful reintegration. The ERLC will continue to advocate for the passage 
of this bill. 

Article: What Christians think—and what the Bible says—about criminal justice 
reform

State Criminal Justice Reform Policy
In response to Governor Andy Beshear’s work on criminal justice reform in 

Kentucky, the ERLC compiled a list of local SBC leaders to engage with this 
issue. On June 23, 2020, we hosted a Zoom conversation titled “Protests, 
Policing, and Prisons.” This event invited 25 Kentucky Baptist leaders and fea-
tured discussions on current challenges and faith responses. Similar efforts are 
planned for North Carolina and West Virginia.

Payday Lending
Payday lending is a predatory practice that can entrap people and keep 

them in a perpetual state of poverty. This practice is not just an economic 
issue but also a matter of consequence for a just society. The interest rate 
attached to the payday loans exploit the vulnerable and prey on those 
unable to break out of a cycle of poverty. The goal of good business must be 
to seek the good of our communities, not to take advantage of the margin-
alized and weak. As a solution, the Veterans and Consumers Fair Credit Act 
was introduced in both the House and the Senate in November of 2019. This 
bill would extend the payday and car title 36% interest rate cap protections 
currently established under the Military Lending Act to all consumers, includ-
ing veterans and their families. The ERLC believes that all Americans deserve 
such protection. In ongoing cooperation with the Faith for Just Lending Coa-
lition, the ERLC will advocate for the passage of this bill and the regulation 
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of an industry that has resulted in a devastatingly endless cycle of debt and 
despair for millions of Americans. 

Human Trafficking
In April of 2018, the Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking 

Act was passed into law. The law grants states and victims the power to sue 
websites that support and facilitate human trafficking. In December of 2018, 
The Trafficking Victims Protection Act was reauthorized as the Frederick Dou-
glass Trafficking Victims Prevention and Protection Reauthorization Act, and 
appropriated $430 million over four years for a comprehensive, whole-of-gov-
ernment effort to combat human trafficking at home and abroad. The ERLC 
will continue to advocate for anti-human trafficking legislation and work with 
Congress to capitalize on the new momentum provided by an increase in 
media coverage of the issue and wider recognition of the problem.

International Efforts
Just as the ERLC is focused on advocating for human dignity, religious lib-

erty, the family, and justice issues in the United States, it advances the same 
agenda across the globe. The ERLC’s international work is focused on the 
most vulnerable, such as persecuted Christians, other religious minorities, 
and victims of human trafficking. 

China International Religious Freedom Initiative 
Over the past several years, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has 

severely escalated its persecution of religious minorities, including Chris-
tians, by destroying religious symbols on houses of worship, burning 
Bibles, confiscating religious materials, closing houses of worship, and 
detaining individuals holding divergent views. Since April 2017, China has 
systematically detained more than one million Uyghur Muslims and placed 
them into “re-education camps.” In these internment camps, Uyghurs are 
prevented from engaging in their religious practices and forcibly “re-ed-
ucated” to the Communist Party’s ideological standard of “Xi Jinping 
Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era.” They are 
also subjected to physiological and oftentimes physical persecution, and 
their cultural heritage and practices are being erased. The Chinese people 
are facing threats for displaying their religious beliefs in public, private, 
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and in community. The ERLC has grave 
concerns about the trajectory of Chi-
na’s approach to Christians and other 
religious minorities and is committed 
to working with other nongovernmen-
tal organizations to direct both U.S. 
and international pressure towards 
alleviating their persecution.

Further, the Chinese Communist Party 
passed a national security law, which 
criminalizes sedition, foreign influence, 
and secession. This law effectively pre-
vents Hong Kongers from protesting 
government action by mainland China 
and expressing pro-Democratic views. 
Secretary of State Pompeo stated, 
“Hong Kong is no longer autonomous 
from China, given facts on the ground.” 
China is recreating Hong Kong in its own 
image and, in the process, sacrificing the 
region’s independence and sovereignty. 

The ERLC has been a leading orga-
nization in the effort to encourage the administration to counter China 
morally, advocating on behalf of persecuted people in China.

Article: ERLC Calls for the US Government to Hold China Accountable for Reli-
gious Freedom Abuses
Article: Increasing religious persecution in China
Article: The State of Religious Liberty in China 
Article: What you need to know about the U.S. announcement that Hong Kong 
is no longer autonomous from China
Article: China’s Crackdown on Christianity 
Podcast: Capitol Conversations Episode - Olivia Enos on the Hong Kong Pro-
tests and Human Rights Abuses in China
Podcast: Capitol Conversations Episode - David Curry on China, Hong Kong, 
the persecuted church

The ERLC has grave 

concerns about 

the trajectory of 

China’s approach to 

Christians and other 

religious minorities 

and is committed to 

working with other 

nongovernmental 

organizations to 

direct both U.S. and 

international pressure 

towards alleviating 

their persecution.
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Podcast: Capitol Conversations Episode - Travis Wussow from Hong Kong
Explainer: Chinese Officials sanctioned for atrocities in Xinjiang
Explainer: American technology, China, and the fall of freedom in Hong Kong
Press Release: Russell Moore Publishes Op-ed in the Wall Street Journal 
Encouraging U.S. to Counter China Morally

Confronting Religious Freedom Threats Around the Globe 
Keeping the door open for the advance of gospel proclamation is a core 

tenet of Southern Baptist cooperation. It’s out of that shared passion that the 
ERLC remains vigilant to religious liberty threats around the globe. We write 
about these threats to bring them to the attention of the church so we can 
pray for our persecuted brothers and sisters. We also highlight these threats 
in order to speak to the consciences of our American government leaders 
to stand up and defend the vulnerable for the cause of freedom. Here are 
examples of this work from this past year.

Article: Is India’s new citizenship law friendly toward religious liberty?
Article: The coronavirus pandemic is testing international religious freedom 
commitments
Article: USCIRF releases 2020 annual report on international religious freedom
Explainer: What’s happening with the Nile River? 
Explainer: What you should know about the US abandonment of the Kurds

Rebuking Nepal for Religious Liberty Violations 
The ERLC participated in the UN Human Rights Council Universal Periodic 

Review process for the Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal focusing on 
the human rights records of the country. In conjunction with 21Wilberforce, 
Christian Solidarity Worldwide, and the Jubilee Campaign, the ERLC filed a 
joint report to the United Nations regarding the newly implemented Consti-
tution in Nepal. The new Constitution sets out new restrictions on religious 
liberty in the country that have significant consequences for religious minori-
ties. The penalty for evangelizing in Nepal carries a prison sentence for up 
to five years in prison. A Christian pastor has been imprisoned in Nepal for 
uploading a YouTube video of him praying that God would destroy the coro-
navirus. Nepal claimed the pastor violated the Constitution and created an 
unsafe health environment by holding a church service. However, the church 
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service was held well before any lockdown was set in place by the govern-
ment of Nepal. The pastor currently awaits trial. 

Explainer: ERLC Files UN Report Rebuking Nepal for Religious Liberty Violations

North Korea International Religious Freedom Initiative
It is undeniable that the right to freedom of religion is not respected in the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK). The Pyongyang regime perse-
cutes Christians and other religious minorities in a particularly brutal fashion. 
Prayer, worship, congregating, and possessing sacred texts are severely penal-
ized by torture and imprisonment. The ERLC worked with a broad, multi-faith 
coalition of organizations through the United Nations Universal Periodic 
Review process to urge North Korea to cease all restrictions on the right to 
freedom of opinion and expression, and ensure that the right to manifest one’s 
religion in private or in public is fully protected and realized. The ERLC con-
tinues to urge the international community to prioritize the opposition of the 
egregious religious freedom violations carried out by the DPRK.

Podcast: Olivia Enos on Kim Jong Un’s disappearance
Podcast: Kenneth Bae, the longest held U.S. prisoner in North Korea, on hope 
in a hard labor camp
Article: 5 facts about North Korea’s violations of human rights and religious 
freedom
Article: How you can pray for those suffering in North Korea

Advocating for the elimination of blasphemy and apostasy laws
The tragic case of Pakistani Christian Asia Bibi and many others in the past 

years have illuminated the severe and unjust nature of blasphemy and apostasy 
laws. Dozens of countries still enforce these laws—often through the death pen-
alty—prohibiting one from converting to another religion or speaking or acting 
in any way that is deemed offensive to the god of their particular religion. This 
is even enforced, in places such as in Pakistan, against adherents of other faiths. 
The ERLC is committed to working to repeal these laws and ensure that all peo-
ples have the right to worship freely without fear of persecution or penalization.

Article: How the ERLC is working to protect religious liberty
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Aid for Victims of Genocide 
The ERLC was deeply involved in the passage of H.R. 390, the Iraq and 

Syria Genocide Emergency Relief and Accountability Act. This is an import-
ant step forward in protecting victims of genocide—Christians, Yezidis, 
Shia Muslims, and other religious minorities—in Iraq and Syria by Islamic 
State. This important piece of legislation supports efforts to bring those 
who perpetrated genocide to justice and provide aid to genocide survivors 
and their families. Building off of the passage of this bill, the ERLC contin-
ues to work to ensure that aid is delivered to victims of genocide, and we 
and will continue to support administration policies that ensure religious 
minorities and victims of genocide are cared for, supported, and allowed 
to return home.

Podcast: Aid for Christians in Iraq and Syria: An inside look into the passage of 
HR 390
One-pager: ERLC Supports Iraq and Syria Genocide Emergency Relief and 
Accountability Act

Fighting Global Anti-Semitism 
There is an alarming rise of anti-Semitic incidents in Europe, and the 

United States. Anti-Semitic speech has also increased around the world, 
particularly in the Middle East. The so-called Alt-Right movement in the 
United States has contributed to the rise of anti-Semitism in America. 
Through collaborative action with like-minded organizations, we will work 
against such action at the United Nations, and the ERLC will continue its 
work defending victims of anti-Semitic incidents in Europe and anti-Semitic 
speech wherever it happens.

Article: Christians are called to counter anti-Semitism-and all hatred-with 
hospitality
Article: Why evangelicals must speak up about anti-Semitism
Article: A warning about rising anti-Semitism

Humanitarian Crisis in Syria 
The Syrian Civil War, which will soon be in its ninth year, has already displaced 

more than half of the population of Syria. Jesus calls us to serve the “least 
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of these,” (Matt. 25:45) and we will continue working with administration offi-
cials to find ways to provide relief to refugees and internally displaced persons 
within Syria who lost their homes and way of life due to the civil war. 

The ERLC will remain engaged internationally in other ways as well, such 
as directly advocating for victims of religious persecution, working with the 
State Department and the Ambassador-at-large for International Religious 
Freedom Sam Brownback to apply pressure on foreign governments, and 
raising awareness about injustice and persecution around the world.

Article: Why Christian communities in northeastern Syria may soon be gone

Judiciary Engagement
Washington, like much of American public life, continues to collapse  

into partisan divisions. This has meant that the Supreme Court is deciding 
more and more questions that are difficult to resolve politically in this  
current environment.

The ERLC’s judiciary engagement is focused on cases dealing with the future 
of religious liberty, the sanctity of human life, and other critical issues that 
uphold ordered liberty. During this 2019-2020 Supreme Court term, the ERLC 
filed amicus briefs in the following five cases.

•  Bostock v. Clayton County, Georgia (consolidated with Harris Funeral 
Homes v. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and Altitude 
Express v. Zarda)

•  June Medical Services v. Russo
•  Little Sisters of the Poor v. Pennsylvania
•  Espinoza v. Montana Department of Revenue
•  Our Lady Guadalupe School v. Morrissey-Berru

Bostock v. Clayton County, Georgia
The suit revolved around the definition of “sex” in Title VII of the Civil Rights 

Act of 1964. The Court was asked if employment discirimination on the basis 
of sexual orientation and/or gender identity was included in the Title VII prohi-
bition on discrimination on the basis of sex. 

The ERLC filed a joint amicus curiae brief with the U.S. Conference of Cath-
olic Bishops, the Anglican Church in North America, the International Church 
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of the Foursquare Gospel, and several other religious organizations. The 
brief argued: “The post-enactment history of Title VII shows that the people, 
through their elected representatives, have repeatedly and consistently 
rejected the redefinition of Title VII proffered in this case. It is not the proper 
role of courts to read into the law what advocates have recognized it does not 
cover and have tried and failed on so many occasions to enact. . . . Constru-
ing the term ‘sex’ to include ‘gender  identity’ will create conflicts with many 
religious believers and with their institutions. Such an interpretation will affect 
the ability of churches and faith-based schools and charities to hire and retain 
employees who, by word and conduct, accept or at least do not contradict the 
church’s religious message.”

In June, the Supreme Court ruled 6-3 that discrimination on the basis of 
“sex” does include sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination as 
well. Justice Gorsuch delivered the majority opinion arguing that both sexual 
orientation and gender identity are inherently related to sex and should there-
fore be covered by Title VII. In dissent, Justice Alito, joined by Justice Thomas, 
outlined his concerns for religious employers moving forward and how the 
decision chipped away at protections for religious organizations to ensure 
they are not forced to hire individuals whose lives run contrary to the orga-
nizations’ beliefs. In his own dissent, Justice Kavanaugh lamented the Court’s 
decision to sidestep Congress and insisted that this move to boldly rework the 
definition of the word “sex” robbed legislatures of their ability to legislate. 

The morning of the disappointing ruling, Russell Moore wrote a reflection 
piece published within hours of the Court’s announcement titled “After the 
Bostock Supreme Court case” because the decision would have “seismic impli-
cations for religious liberty.” Our team then issued additional resources to help 
church leaders, congregations, religious employers, and others understand 
what the Court did and some of the possible ramifications while also encour-
aging Christians to move forward with conviction and kindness, courage and 
patience, and truth and grace. 

Explainer: What you need to know about the Bostock v. Clayton County 
Supreme Court case
Article: After the Bostock Supreme Court Case
Article: Top quotes from the Bostock v. Clayton County Supreme Court opin-
ion and dissents
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Press Release: Russell Moore says U.S. Supreme Court Bostock ruling has ‘Seis-
mic implications for religious liberty’
Brief: Brief of Amici Curiae

June Medical Services v. Russo
This case involved a Louisiana medical regulation that would require abor-

tion providers to hold admitting privileges at nearby hospitals to care for 
the health and safety of women in their businesses. Joined by the Lutheran 
Church-Missouri Synod (LCMS), we argued in our amicus curiae brief that 
the “undue burden” test is the incorrect standard for laws that regulate 
abortion doctors. Louisiana’s Unsafe Abortion Protection Act is “a valid 
exercise of Louisiana's authority to enact reasonable health-and-safety 
measures. The Act does not target abortion providers for unique burdens; 
it only holds such providers to the same standard already required of other 
surgical centers.”

The Court, frustratingly, held 5-4 in favor of the abortion industry. Chief 
Justice Roberts voted with the more liberal bloc but disagreed with the 
majority’s reasoning, writing a separate opinion. He relied heavily on stare 
decisis and in his concurring opinion, arguing that the precedent established 
in Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt should be respected as controlling 
precedent. Justices Thomas, Alito, Gorsuch, and Kavanaugh each wrote dis-
senting opinions.

Explainer: The Supreme Court refuses to protect women from the dangerous 
practices of the abortion industry
Press Release: Russell Moore decries June Medical Services SCOTUS ruling as 
‘Disappointing and wrong-headed’
Article: Top Quotes for the June Medical Services v. Russo decision
Brief: Brief of Amici Curiae
Podcast: Inside the Supreme Court case on Louisiana’s law to protect women

Little Sisters of the Poor v. Pennsylvania
Here the Court considered, yet again, if there could be a religious exemp-

tion from the contraception mandate from the Department of Health 
and Human Services and the Affordable Care Act. The ERLC jointly filed 
an amicus curiae brief with the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, the 
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Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
Saints, and Samaritan’s Purse writing that this case was about whether third 
party burdens should be considered when a court is determining, under the 
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, whether a government action is being 
accomplished through the least restrictive means. The brief argued, among 
other issues, that “RFRA prescribes a balancing test that accounts for third-
party harms when deciding whether a government-imposed burden on 
religious exercise is justified by a compelling interest pursued through nar-
rowly tailored means.”

Thankfully, the Court upheld—by a vote of 7-2—the Trump administration’s 
rule allowing organizations with sincerely held religious beliefs to be exempt 
from providing contraceptives to employees. Justice Thomas wrote the 
majority opinion arguing that administrative agencies have authority under 
the Administrative Procedures Act to issue rules and, in this case, HHS right-
fully considered stipulations in the RFRA when crafting the rule. Justice 
Kagan, joined by Breyer, concurred in judgement, but disagreed with the 
majority that RFRA was the correct basis for the rule. 

Explainer: The Supreme Court rules nuns do not have to ‘violate their religious 
beliefs’ to serve

Dr. Moore joined CBN, July 8 to talk about the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling on the Little Sisters 
of the Poor case. 
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Press Release: Supreme Court rules nuns do not have to ‘violate their religious 
beliefs’ to serve
Article: Top Quotes: Supreme Court rules nuns do not have to ‘violate their 
religious beliefs’ to serve
Brief: Brief of Amici Curiae

Espinoza v. Montana Department of Revenue
This case revolved around a scholarship program in Montana for low-in-

come families to help pay tuition at private K-12 schools, but the Montana 
Department of Revenue refused to allow the scholarship money to be used at 
religious schools. The ERLC filed an amicus curiae brief with Christian Legal 
Society, the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, the Union of Orthodox Syn-
agogues in North America, National Association of Evangelicals, the Lutheran 
Church-Missouri Synod, and many others, which was drafted by Professors 
Doug Laycock and Tom Berg along with Kim Colby of Christian Legal Society. 
The brief argued that preventing students from using generally available finan-
cial aid at religious schools violated their free exercise rights guaranteed by 
the First Amendment.

In this 7-2 win for religious liberty, the justices reversed the prior Montana 
Supreme Court decision that struck down the program. In the majority opinion, 
Chief Justice Roberts wrote that “a State need not subsidize private education. 
But once a State decides to do so, it cannot disqualify some private schools 
solely because they are religious.” 

Explainer: Supreme Court strikes down discrimination against families in reli-
gious schools
Press Release: ERLC commends SCOTUS decision striking down discrimination 
against families
Article: Top Quotes from the Espinoza v. Montana Department of Revenue 
Decision
Brief: Brief of Amici Curiae

Our Lady of Guadalupe School v. Morrissey-Berru
This case considered whether the ministerial exception, which protects the 

right of religious organizations to hire individuals who share their religious 
beliefs, applies to teachers at religious schools. In an amicus curiae brief filed 
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with the Assemblies of God, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 
and other religious groups, the brief highlighted how few decisions “matter 
more to religious organizations’ fulfillment of their pastoral missions than 
decisions about which members to entrust with religious functions.” The brief 
argued that the Ninth Circuit’s formalistic test for the ministerial exception 
should be rejected and that the Court should reaffirm its precedent in Hosanna- 
Tabor Evangelical Lutheran Church and School v. EEOC.

In this religious freedom win, the Court ruled 7-2 that the ministerial excep-
tion does apply to school teachers further granting religious organizations 
autonomy over their hiring practices. As previously mentioned, writing the 
majority opinion, Justice Alito cited the ERLC’s brief to support his argument 
that the internal definition and characteristics of a minister vary dramatically 
across the religious spectrum.

Explainer: The Supreme Court reaffirms hiring protections for religious employers
Press Release: Russell Moore commends ‘crucial’ religious liberty ruling in 
Lady of Guadalupe SCOTUS case
Article: Citing ERLC brief, SCOTUS protects religious liberty
Brief: Brief of Amici Curiae

Certiorari Stage Amicus Briefs for Supreme Court’s October 2020 Term

Fulton v. Philadelphia
The ERLC joined a successful certiorari-stage amicus brief in Fulton v. City of 

Philadelphia, which is on appeal from the Third Circuit. This is a Free Exercise 
case that involves faith-based adoption and foster care services in the city of 
Philadelphia. Philadelphia imposed new requirements on faith-based adop-
tion and foster care providers that they place children with same-sex couples. 
Defending the religious freedom rights of faith-based adoption and foster care 
providers is a priority for the ERLC. The Supreme Court granted certiorari in 
this case, which will likely be argued in fall 2020.

Dalberiste v. GLE Associates
The ERLC joined a certiorari-stage amicus brief in Dalberiste v. GLE Asso-

ciates, Inc., which is on appeal from the Eleventh Circuit. This is a Title VII 
religious accommodation case that involves a Seventh Day Adventist named 
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Mitche Dalberiste who was fired from his job at GLE Associates, Inc. after 
informing his employer that he was unable to work on Saturday, his Sabbath. 
Our goal in this case is to invite the Supreme Court to narrow its precedent 
in Trans World Airlines, Inc. v. Hardison, under which employers routinely 
deny or disregard employees’ requests for religious accommodations. The 
Court has not yet ruled on this brief.
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s t a n d i n g  f o r  l i f e
L i f e  C o a l i t i o n  E f f o r t s

The ERLC is standing for life by leading an informal collective alliance of 
high-profile pro-life organizations from around the country, brought together 
by a shared commitment to saving preborn lives. Our vision is simple: that 
we can do more together than we can do apart to combat the multi-billion 
dollar abortion industry. Together we can make abortion unthinkable. Our 
objectives are to:

•  Have a hopeful tenacity: A hopeful, persistent determination to  
end abortion.

•  Be Bridge Builders: A spirit and the practice of humility and 
peacemaking.
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•  Cultivate High-Performance Unity: Together, we are more innovative, 
creative, effective and excellent in what we do.

•  Walk with Integrity: Not compromising long-term credibility for short-
term gain, not undermining each other and a commitment to candid 
honesty and addressing brutal facts. 

We have met quarterly and worked together with these organizations to 
develop concrete goals for tackling issues like baby saving, medical care, 
church engagement, messaging, and legal activism. Over the next few years, 
the ERLC is thrilled at the prospect of achieving these goals.

Already, our coordinated actions have contributed to:
•  Qualifying for 19 Continuing Medical Education (CME) and 46 Certified 

Nurse Educator (CNE) credits. 
•  Developing a K-12 Human Dignity Curriculum for public and  

private schools. 
•  Helping churches grow to welcome and support vulnerable women 

experiencing unplanned pregnancies that need practical, spiritual  
and emotional support. 

•  Creating tool kits to educate and deploy local pro-life leaders.

The ERLC has planned four leadership convenings since October of 
2019. Due to COVID-19, half of the planned meetings transitioned to digital 
meetings. 

In January of 2020, our collective alliance efforts brought together 60 
leaders at the Museum of the Bible, located in Washington DC, where former 
ERLC Executive Vice President Phillip Bethancourt cast a vision for Roe50— 
a planned national pro-life event. Roe50 is a unique window of opportunity 
to advance pro-life initiatives when the rest of the nation will be focused 
on marking 50 years since the tragic Roe v. Wade Supreme Court decision. 
Roe50 will be a unified call to action for the pro-life movement to strengthen 
pro-life convictions and enhance pro-life engagement.

The collective alliance made a plan to utilize the Roe50 timeline to pursue 
the following purposes:
•  Unify the pro-life movement 
•  Enhance pro-life engagement 
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ERLC panel discussion at the 2020 Evangelicals for Life convening. 

•  Strengthen pro-life convictions 
•  Shape new pro-life generations 
•  Prepare for a Post-Roe world

During that meeting, leaders also held breakout sessions where they 
worked together on concepts and ideas regarding the larger pro-life move-
ment’s engagement in Roe50. Together they created a Roe50 storyboard 
that the group will utilize in preparation of Roe50. 

The ERLC is also developing a pro-life curriculum for church small groups 
to study as we lead up to the Roe50 event. This six-week curriculum guide 
participants through the biblical foundations for a pro-life ethos and equip 
them with tools to begin standing for life and living out that ethos in their 
own communities. 
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Attendees and staff joined together on Friday to participate in the March for Life, joining with 
tens of thousands from around the country. 

Additionally, a core group of leaders met three times throughout the year to 
further develop our internal priorities and strategize a larger Roe50 movement 
that encompasses the entire pro-life movement.

2 0 2 0  E v a n g e l i c a l s  F o r  L i f e
The ERLC hosted the fifth annual Evangelicals for Life event on January 

23, 2020. Each year, the Evangelicals for Life event takes place the week of 
the annual March for Life and gives the ERLC the opportunity to discuss the 
value of all human life, from the preborn to natural death. 

This year’s event took place as a one night event at the Museum of the 
Bible in Washington, D.C., and welcomed more than 100 attendees for a 
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dinner event. Dr. Russell Moore delivered a keynote address, and Travis 
Wussow moderated a panel discussion with Dr. Moore, Trillia Newbell, author 
Lauren McAfee, and Lifeline Children’s Services CEO Herbie Newell on vari-
ous pro-life topics.
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o r g a n i z a t i o n a l 
f o o t p r i n t
Despite travel being restricted over much of the last year, Dr. Moore and 
members of the ERLC team have continued to find ways to speak to and be a 
resource for our churches. Additionally, opportunities to lead and be a voice 
in numerous conferences, online events, and forums have allowed the ERLC to 
maintain its leading role in the areas of religious liberty and human dignity.

Here are a few examples of some of Dr. Moore’s speaking engagements since 
the last ERLC trustee meeting:

Preaching and Teaching at SBC Churches and Events
•  Oct. 15, 2019: Liberty Baptist Association Annual Meeting
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•  Oct. 24: Chapel at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary
•  Nov. 10: Brentwood Baptist Church “The Current State of Racial Unity/

Disunity in the US and how the Church can Respond”
•  Nov. 21: Speaking to Salt Co. at Veritas Church, Iowa City
•  Feb 2, 2020: Speaking with Southern Baptist Theological Seminary 

Executive Leadership Doctoral Students
•  Feb. 12: Speaking to SBC State Exec. Annual Meeting
•  Apr. 16: Intv. With Ken Holland of University Heights Baptist Church for 

Sermon Series
•  May 6: Intv. with Ronnie Parrott of Christ Community Church for their 

event “Rethink: Engaging Culture from a Christian Worldview”
•  May 12: Intv. With Dr. Jarboe of the California Baptist Association Foun-

dation (State-level GuideStone equivalent)
•  July 15: Speaking to Liberty Heights Baptist Leadership Program (Lib-

erty Heights Baptist Church, Liberty OH)
•  Aug. 13: Intv. with Rob Hare of FBC Heath, Ohio

A Snapshot of Other Speaking Engagements
•  Aug. 5, 2019: Meeting with Amb. Bolton, VP Pence, and China Coalition
•  Aug. 22: Facebook and Conservatism Event
•  Sept. 1-3: Dordt College Speaker Series
•  Sept. 13: Faith & Law Event for Members of Congress  on “Justice in the 

Public Square”
•  Sept. 26: Speaking at D6 Conference 
•  Sept. 30: Justice Declaration with Prison Fellowship in Washington, DC
•  Oct. 29: Museum of the Bible Event on Evangelicalism 
•  Nov. 7: Leading the Way Panel “A Civil Discourse”
•  Dec. 6: Commencement Address to Beeson Divinity School at Sam-

ford University 
•  Feb. 6, 2020: Museum of the Bible Launch of Inspire with Michael McAfee
•  Mar. 6: Just Gospel Conference Keynote and Panel
•  Mar. 7: Austin Stone Tech Conference Keynote
•  June 26: CCCU Event with Trinity Forum on “Crisis-Ready Leadership”
•  July 31: Faith & Law SCOTUS Webinar
•  Aug. 13: SING Conference panel discussion on Church and COVID-19 

concerns
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C A R I N G  W E L L
In the pilot phase of the Caring Well Challenge, over 800 churches eagerly 

signed up to participate. The challenge itself is an eight-step process that helps 
churches do everything they can to help their church become safe for survi-
vors and safe from abuse. The eight steps are commit, build, launch, train, care, 
prepare, share, reflect. Churches who participate are led through the steps and 
provided with free resources for each phase by email. The resources are also 
accessible at caringwell.com. While resources and videos have been provided 
for each of the steps, some of the key components have been the Caring Well 
Report, the Caring Well Conference, the Becoming a Church that Cares Well 
for the Abused curriculum, and the Introductory Guide to Caring Well.

The Caring Well Report was the product of the inquiry the Sexual Abuse 
Advisory Group was tasked with—the need to consider how Southern Baptists 
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at every level can take discernable action to respond swiftly and compas-
sionately to incidents of abuse, as well as to foster safe environments within 
churches and institutions. The Advisory Group listened to and learned from 
hundreds of survivors of sexual abuse, church leaders, and national experts in 
this field. The report includes the personal words and testimonies of many of 
those survivors. It was not only an important initial step, but has been a valu-
able resource for churches to better understand and respond to the issue.

Becoming a Church that Cares Well for the Abused is a video-based curric-
ulum and handbook that brings together experts from various fields to help 
leaders understand and implement the best practices for handling the variety 
of abuse scenarios at churches, schools, or ministries. This free curriculum is 
available in English and Spanish at churchcares.com

The Introductory Guide to Caring Well was created to help churches prepare 
to prevent abuse. Whether churches have extensive systems for abuse pre-
vention or are in the early stages of implementation, every church can benefit 
from an effort to review and enhance its prevention practices, policies, and 
procedures. This Introductory Guide overviews screening of workers, best 
practices and policies for prevention, how to prepare for disclosure, and gives 
further resources for churches to prepare.

Through the challenge, churches, whether large or small, just getting started 
or who have done extensive work in the past preparing and training their church 
on this issue, have increased their efforts to share about abuse, care for those 
who have been abused, and prepare to prevent abuse. As the initial pilot group 
completes the 12-month challenge, the ERLC is applying feedback to enhance 
the challenge for the next round of participating churches. The initiative, now 
under the leadership of ERLC Vice President of Public Policy Travis Wussow is 
now leading the next phase of Caring Well..

Over the year, more churches have been introduced to the challenge through 
entities, state conventions, associations, and churches partnering with the ERLC 
to host sessions related to the Caring Well Initiative and to provide resources. 
The ERLC will continue serving to help educate, saturate, and motivate South-
ern Baptist churches, entities, and leaders to embrace the challenge and utilize 
the resources.
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